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2.4
LEDS ON
PRINTED–CIRCUIT
BOARDS

LED

Description and Correction

Number

Color

L1

Green

Blinks during automatic operation. Does not indicate an
alarm.

L2

Red

Lights when an alarm occurs. Appropriate corrective
action should be applied according to the alarm number
displayed on the CRT screen.

L3

Red

No memory card has been installed.

L4

Red

(1) A watchdog timer alarm has occurred.
The master printed–circuit board or memory card may
be defective.
. See alarm 920.
(2) A servo alarm has occurred.
(3) No axis card has been installed or, if one has been
installed, it may be defective.

L5

Red

(1) A watchdog timer alarm has occurred in the sub–CPU.
Replace the sub–CPU printed–circuit board.
(2) A 5th/6th servo alarm has occurred.

Red

A system alarm has occurred
(1) The analog interface card is defective.
(2) The DNC1 card is defective.
(3) The 7th/8th card is defective.

L6

Master for Series 0–C control section A
(A20B–1002–0360)
Master for the Series 0–Mate
A20B–1003–0760
A20B–2000–0480

L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6

Ę
Ę
Ę
Ę
Ę
Ę

Master for Series 0–C control section B
A20B–1003–0750
A20B–2000–0180
A20B–2001–0060
A20B–2001–0065

Ę
Ę
Ę
Ę
Ę
Ę

L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
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Series 0–C control section A
A20B–2000–0170
A20B–2000–0175
A20B–2001–0120
A20B–2002–0650
Master for the Series 0–Mate
(A20B–2002–0450)

ĘĘ Ę
L1L2L3
ĘĘ Ę
L4L5L6
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2.5
PRINTED–CIRCUIT
BOARD UNIT LIST
2.5.1
Structure

Series 0/00 control unit B
Series 0/00 control unit A
Series 0–Mate control unit

Power supply unit

Graphic card

PMC–M card

axes/4 axes/4
axes card
Servo 2 axes/3 axes/3
axes card

I/O card

Memory card

Main order made

Sub CPU

Servo 5th axis/6th axis card

Servo 7th axis/8th axis card

Analog interface

NOTE
The Series 00 is equipped with the following printed–circuit
boards in place of the PMC–M and graphics cards.
If there is no PMC:
A02B–0086–C051
PMC–M ROM board with electrical interface:
A02B–0086–C052
PMC–M RAM board with electrical interface:
A02B–0086–C053
PMC–M ROM board with optical interface:
A02B–0086–C055
PMC–M RAM board with optical interface:
A02B–0086–C056
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2.5.2
Construction
Series 0/00 control unit
Series 0/00 control unit A, Series 0–Mate control unit

L/A AXA AXS SUB

CS21CS20

CS18CS15

RE SP PASI MEMI/O

CS13 CS1

CS5

AXEPMC GR

CS8

CS3 CS2

CS11

CS19 CS16

PAS2

CS12

CS10

CS17CS14

CE0

CAP

Power supply A, A16B–1211–0850
Power supply B A16B–1212–0110

A16B–1212–0100
Power supply AI

CAP

A16B–1212–0950
Power supply AI for CE marking
CP1
CP2

CP14

CP15

CP3

ON/OFF control

CP2

AC output

CP4

CP11

CP14 CP15

GR
Graphic card

CS2

A16B–1211–0920
9″ high–resolution
monochrome,
14″ color

Graphic card

M21

M21 CCX4

Graphic card

CCX3

Fig.2.5.2 (a) Construction of Series 0/00
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ON/OFF control

CS2

CRT
CP6

A16B–2200–0350
9″ high–resolution
color,
9″ high–resolution
monochrome,
14″ color

M21 CCX4

CRT
2nd and 3rd
manual pulse
generators

CRT
2nd and 3rd
manual pulse
generators

CP5

A16B–1211–0340
9″ low–resolution
color

CS2

AC output
CP3

CPI

AC input power
supply
CRT
I/O B2

AC input power
supply
CRT
I/O B2

AC input power
supply

CRT
2nd and 3rd manual pulse generators
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MPG interface

A16B–1210–0801

CS2

M21

2nd and 3rd manual
pulse generators

PMC

PMC–M
(electric)
CS3

A16B–1211–0901
(ROM board)
A16B–1211–0907
(RAM board)

M24

PMC–M
(optical)
CS3

A16B–1211–0903
(ROM board)
A16B–1211–0909
(RAM board)

M25

I/O B2
PMC–M
CS3

I/O module
A16B–1211–0900 (electric, ROM)
A16B–1211–0902 (optical, ROM)
A16B–1211–0904 (without PMC)
A16B–1211–0906 (electric, RAM)
A16B–1211–0908 (optical, RAM)

MMC interface

MMC
CNM

CNM

M24 M25

A16B–1211–0910

PMC–M

CD13

M24 connector is mounted for electric cable.
M25 connector is mounted for optical cable.

Fig.2.5.2 (b) Construction of Series 0/00
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PMC

PMC–M
(I/O–Link)

A16B–2200–0340
(MAS, SLV/ROM)
A16B–2200–345
(MAS, SLV/RAM)

CS3

AXE

A16B–2200–0341
(MASTER/ROM)
A16B–2200–346
(MASTER/RAM)

CS3

JD1A2

SLAVE

JD1B2

MASTER

JD1A1

SLAVE
(When master is
Series0..)

3/4 axis card
A16B–2200–0220 (for 16–bit)
A16B–2200–0360 (for 32–bit)
M37
M34

JD1A1

M38

2nd axis Servo
1st axis motor

CS10 M35

4th axis
3rd axis

M48
M45
M39
M36

CPA9
Battery

2nd axis
1st axis
4th axis
3rd axis

M37
M34

2nd axis
1st axis

CS10 M197

4th axis
3rd axis

M188
M185

2nd axis
1st axis

M198
M195

4th axis
3rd axis

M194

M199 M189
M196 M186

Servo
amp.

Servo
motor

CPA12
Battery

2nd axis
1st axis
4th axis
3rd axis

M38

CS10 M35

Separate
position
detector

3/4 axis card (Serial pulse coder)
A16B–2200–0390

2nd axis Servo
1st axis amp.
Servo
motor

M39
M36

2nd axis
1st axis

Separate
position
detector

CPA9
Battery
2nd axis Servo motor
1st axis (separate
position detector)

Servo motor
(separate
position detector)

M187
M184

SLAVE
(When master is
Series0..)

2 axis card
A16B–2200–0221 (for 16–bit)
A16B–2200–0361 (for 32–bit)

2nd axis
1st axis Servo
4th axis amp.
3rd axis

M47
M44

M49
M46

PMC–M
(I/O–Link)

2 axis card (Serial pulse coder)
A16B–2200–0391
M187
M184

2nd axis
1st axis

M188
M185

2nd axis
1st axis

Servo
amp.

CS10

M189
M186

CPA12
Battery

2nd axis
1st axis

Remote type
position
detector

Servo
motor

Remote type
position
detector

Fig.2.5.2 (c) Construction of Series 0/00
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3/4 axis card (type B interface)
A16B–2203–0020
JS1A

1st axis

JS2A

2nd axis

JS3A

3rd axis

CS10 JS4A

4th axis

M199 M189
M196 M186

CPA9
Battery

2nd axis
1st axis
4th axis
3rd axis

I/O

I/O C7

2nd axis card (type B interface)
A16B–2203–0021

Servo
amp.

JS1A

1st axis

JS2A

2nd axis

CS10

M189
M186

CPA9
Battery

2nd axis
1st axis

Separate
position
detector

A16B–1212–0220
A16B–2203–0110

I/O C6

DI

CS8 M18

DI

M1

DI

M1

DI

M19

M2

DO
DO
I/O D7
M111
CS8

I/O C5

A16B–1212–0222
A16B–2203–0112

CS8

M1

DI

DI/DO

M19

M2

Separate
position
detector

A16B–1212–0221
A16B–2203–0111

CS8 M18

M20

Servo
amp.

DO
DO

A16B–1211–0945
DI/DO = 104/72
DI/DO

M2

I/O D6
M111
CS8

A16B–1211–0946
DI/DO = 80/52
DI/DO

M112

M112

DI/DO

DI/DO
M113

M113

DI/DO

DI/DO
M115 M114

M115 M114

DI/DO
DI/DO

DI/DO
DI/DO

Fig. 2.5.2 (d) Construction of Series 0/00
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I/O

I/O E3

A16B–1211–0970

M218
CS8

I/O E2

A16B–1211–0971

M218
CS8

DI

I/O E1

A16B–1211–0972

CS8

DI

M201

M201
DI

M201

DI

DI

M220
DI/DO
M196 M186

M196 M186

DO
DO

MEM

Memory card

DO
DO

A16B–1212–0210
A16B–2201–0103

CS11

Memory card

DO
A16B–1212–0215 (for 16–bit)
A16B–1212–0216 (for 32–bit)
A16B–2201–0101(for 32–bit)

CS11
M27

CS12

M196

M12
M26

M3
CCX5
M5
M74

Position coder
Manual pulse
generator
S analog
MDI
CRT
Reader puncher 1
Reader puncher 2

M27

CS12

M12
M26

Manual pulse generator
S analog

M3
CCX5
M5
M74
COP5

CPA7
Battery

Position coder

MDI
CRT
Reader puncer 1
Reader puncer 2

CPA7
Battery
Serial spindle

PAS1
PAS2

Macro cassette
64KB
128KB
256KB
512KB
1MB

OMM : Order–made macro (yellow label)
ME : Macro executor (white label)
OMM

A02B–0091–C110

ME

A02B–0091–C111

OMM

A02B–0091–C112

ME

A02B–0091–C113

OMM

A02B–0091–C114

ME

A02B–0091–C115

OMM

A02B–0098–C116

ME

A02B–0098–C117

OMM

A02B–0098–C118

ME

A02B–0098–C119

64 KB

128 KB
CS5
256 KB

512 KB

1 MB

Fig. 2.5.2 (e) Construction of Series 0/00
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Remote buffer, DNC2 card
A16B–2200–0770 (16–bit)
A16B–2200–0775 (32–bit)

DNC1 card
A16B–2200–0771 (16–bit)
A16B–2200–0776 (32–bit)

(JA2)
CS1

SUB

CS1

M73

RS422

CD3

M77

RS232C
RS422

Remote buffer
A16B–1211–0930
Battery

SUB CPU
A16B–2200–0320
A16B–2201–0120

CPA8
CS15

CS15
M77

RS485

RS232C
RS422

CS16

CS17
CPA8

M77
RS232C
RS422

Battery

AXS

5/6 axis card
A16B–2200–0330 (16–bit)
A16B–2200–0371 (32–bit)
A16B–2200–0370 (32–bit)
M67

CS18 M64

6th axis Servo
5th axis amp.

M68
M65

6th axis
5th axis

CS19 M69

6th axis
5th axis

M66
M29
M28

CPA10
COP6

5/6 axis card (srial pulse coder)
A16B–2200–0800

Servo
motor

M207
M204

6th axis Servo
5th axis amp.

M208
M205

6th axis Servo
5th axis motor
6th axis Separate
5th axis position de-

CS18

Separate position detector
Servo motor
(separate position detector)

2nd position coder
2nd S analog DI/DO

CS19 M209
M206
M29
M28

CPA10
COP6

ABSBattery

Serial spindle

tector
2nd position coder
2nd S analog DI/DO

ABSBattery

Serial spindle

Fig. 2.5.2 (f) Construction of Series 0/00
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AXA

7/8 axis card
A16B–2200–0380

7 axis card
A16B–2200–0381
7th axis
Servo amp.

M134
CS20
M137

8th axis
Servo amp.

M135

7th axis
Servo motor/separate
position detector

M138

8th axis
Servo motor/separate
position detector

ABS Battery

CPA11
M139M136

7th axis
8th axis

7th axis
Servo amp.

M224
CS20
M227

8th axis
Servo amp.

M225

7th axis
Servo motor

M228

8th axis
Servo motor

CPA11
M229M226

ABS Battery

7th axis
Servo amp.

M135

7th axis
Servo motor/
separate position
detector

CPA11
M136

Servo motor
(separate
position detector)

7/8 axis card (serial pulse coder)
A16B–2200–0790

M134
CS20

ABS Battery

7th axis
Servo motor
(separate position detector)

7 axis card (serial pulse coder)
A16B–2200–0791
M224

7th axis
Servo amp.

M225

7th axis
Servo motor

CPA11
M226

ABS Battery

CS20

7th axis
separate position detector

7th axis
separate position detector

8th axis
separate position detector

L/A

Analog interface
A16B–1211–0961

OPB1 OPB2
CS21

M122 M124
M121 M123

Position coder
Analog input
Analog output 2
Analog output 1, 2

Fig. 2.5.2 (g) Construction of Series 0/00
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2.7
DETAILS OF POWER
SUPPLY
2.7.1
Details of Power
Supply Unit A
(A16B–1211–0850)
(A16B–1210–0510)

It is easy to mount and dismount the CNC power supply unit, because it
is designed to be mounted on, and connected directly to, the master
printed–circuit board. All its AC inputs and DC outputs are linked via
connectors.
Fig.2.7.1(a) is an outline of this power supply unit, and Fig.2.7.1(b) is the
block diagram.
(1) Input/output connectors
Connector
name
CP11

Description
200/220/230/240VAC
PA–PB signal output

CP12

Supply of +5V, +15V, –15V, +24V, and +24E to the master
printed–circuit board
EN signal output

CP14

+24E supply for the additional I/O B2 printed circuit board
(for Series 0)
+24E supply for the I/O card connection unit (for Series 0)
+24E supply for the connection unit (for Series 0)

CP15

+24V supply for the 9” monochrome CRT/MDI unit (for Series 0)
+24V supply for the 9” small CRT/MDI unit (for Series 10)
+24V supply for the 9” small or standard CRT/MDI unit
(for Series 15)

(2) Descriptions of the input/output signals
1. ENABLE signal EN (output)
This TTL level signal indicates that all DC outputs are normal.
It becomes low if an output failure is detected in any circuit.
CP12

Power supply unit
–C31

EN

0V

EN: High when all outputs are normal
0V: Low if an output failure occurs.
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2. PA–PB signal (output) for keeping the power applied
In a system with no input unit in use, the PA–PB signal is a
contact signal used to keep the power applied. It is output from
the power supply unit. In a system with an input unit in use, the
PA–PB signal is used as an interface signal between the system
and input unit. If the contact becomes open due to detection of
an abnormal output, the signal functions as an alarm signal.
Power supply unit

CP11
–5

ry11

–6

PA

PB

PA: The PA–PB contact is kept closed while the ENABLE signal is high.
PB: The PA–PB contact is kept open while the ENABLE signal is low.

(3) Adjustments and settings
This power supply unit requires no adjustment or setting. Do not
attempt to adjust the reference voltage (=10.00V) at A10 unless
absolutely necessary, because the reference voltage has been adjusted
during unit test; merely confirm the voltage across A10 and A0 of
check connector CP16.
If the reference voltage at A10 falls outside the rated range, set it to
10.00V, using VR11, while measuring the voltage with a digital
voltmeter. Rotating VR11 clockwise increases the voltage at A10.
After the power supply unit is replaced, always to check the reference
voltage at A10.
(4) Causes of blown fuses and required corrective actions
This power supply unit is provided with fuses F11 and F12 at its input,
fuse F13 at the +24V output, and fuse F14 at the +24E output.
Possible causes of these fuses blowing are listed below together with
the corrective actions required to restore normal operation.
1. Fuses F11 and F12
(a) Short circuit in surge absorber VS11
VS11 is intended to suppress surge voltages on the input line.
If an excessively large surge voltage or steady voltage is
applied to VS11, it breaks down, short–circuiting and,
causing F11 and F12 to blow. If VS11 has short–circuited,
but you do not have a replacement part on hand, the machine
can be used with VS11 removed. In such a case, however,
you should obtain a replacement and install it as soon as
possible, especially when the machine is being used in an
installation prone to surge voltages. The specification
number of VS11 is A50L–8001–0067#431U.
(b) Short circuit in diode stack DS11
(c) Short circuit between the collector and emitter of switching
transistors Q14 and Q15
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(d) Short circuit in diodes D33 and D34
(e) Short circuit between the collector and emitter of transistor
Q1 in the auxiliary power supply circuit
If you suspect that any of short circuits (b) to (e) has occurred in
the respective parts, replace the power supply unit with a spare.
When replacing a fuse, use a replacement having the same rating.
The specification number for fuses F11 and 12 is
A60L–0001–0194#5.0.
2. Fuse F13
(a) A short circuit may have occurred in the CRT/MDI unit or a
+24 V power supply cord leading to it. Remove the cord from
CP15, and check the unit and cord carefully.
(b) A short circuit may have occurred in the +24 V circuit on the
master printed–circuit board. Remove the cable from CP14
and CP15. Also, remove the power supply unit from the
master printed–circuit board, then check the printed–circuit
board carefully. When replacing a fuse, use a replacement
having the same rating. The specification number for fuse
F13 is A60L–0001–0075#3.2.
3. Fuse F14
(a) Short circuit in +24E power supply cables for various
printed–circuit board units
(b) Ground fault of the +24E power supply line in the machine
or false contact of the +24E power supply line with another
power supply line
If either of (a) or (b) may have occurred, remove the cable from
CP14, and check it carefully. When replacing a fuse, use a
replacement part having the same rating. The specification
number for fuse F14 is A60L–0001–0046#5.0.
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Used for testing
the unit

For connection
unit
(Brown)

For CRT/MDI
(Brown)

AC input fuse
(Black)

View with
cover detached

F11 to F12
5A
AC input fuse

F13 3.2AS
(Slow blow)
+ 24V fuse
F14 5A
24E fuse
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Fig.2.7.1(a) Power supply unit A external diagram
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Fig.2.7.1(b) Power supply unit A block diagram
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2.7.2
Details of Power
Supply Unit B2
(A16B–1212–0110)

It is easy to mount and dismount the CNC power supply unit, because it
is designed to be mounted on, and connected directly to, the master
printed–circuit board. All its AC inputs and DC outputs are linked via
connectors.
Fig.2.7.2(a) is an outline of this power supply unit, and Fig.2.7.2(b) is the
block diagram.
(1) Input/output connectors
Connector
name
CP11

Description
200/220/230/240VAC
PA–PB signal output

CP12

Supply of +5V, +15V, –15V, +24V, and +24E to the master
printed–circuit board
EN signal output

CP14

+24E supply for the additional I/O B2 printed circuit board (for
Series 0)
+24E supply for the I/O card connection unit (for Series 0)
+24E supply for the connection unit (for Series 0)

CP15

+24V supply for the 9” monochrome CRT/MDI unit (for Series 0)
+24V supply for the 9” small or standard CRT/MDI unit (for
Series 15)

(2) Descriptions of the input/output signals
1. ENABLE signal EN (output)
This TTL level signal indicates that all DC outputs are normal.
It becomes low if an output failure is detected in any circuit.
CP12

Power supply unit
–C31

EN

0V

EN: High when all outputs are normal
0V: Low if an output failure occurs.
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2. PA–PB signal (output) for keeping the power applied
In a system with no input unit in use, the PA–PB signal is a
contact signal used to keep the power applied. It is output from
the power supply unit. In a system with an input unit in use, the
PA–PB signal is used as an interface signal between the system
and input unit. If the contact becomes open due to detection of
an abnormal output, the signal functions as an alarm signal.
Power supply unit

CP11
–5

ry11

–6

PA

PB

PA: The PA–PB contact is kept closed while the ENABLE signal is high.
PB: The PA–PB contact is kept open while the ENABLE signal is low.

(3) Adjustments and settings
This power supply unit requires no adjustment or setting. Do not
attempt to adjust the reference voltage (=10.00V) at A10 unless
absolutely necessary, because the reference voltage has been adjusted
during unit test; merely confirm the voltage across A10 and A0 of
check connector CP16.
If the reference voltage at A10 falls outside the rated range, set it to
10.00V, using VR11, while measuring the voltage with a digital
voltmeter. Rotating VR11 clockwise increases the voltage at A10.
After the power supply unit is replaced, always to check the reference
voltage at A10.
(4) Causes of blown fuses and required corrective actions
This power supply unit is provided with fuses F11 and F12 at its input,
fuse F13 at the +24 V output, and fuse F14 at the +24E output.
Possible causes of these fuses blowing are listed below together with
the corrective actions required to restore normal operation.
1. Fuses F11 and F12
(a) Short circuit in surge absorber VS11
VS11 is intended to suppress surge voltages on the input line.
If an excessively large surge voltage or steady voltage is
applied to VS11, it breaks down, short–circuiting and,
causing F11 and F12 to blow. If VS11 has short–circuited,
but you do not have a replacement part on hand, the machine
can be used with VS11 removed. In such a case, however,
you should obtain a replacement and install it as soon as
possible, especially when the machine is being used in an
installation prone to surge voltages. The specification
number of VS11 is A50L–8001–0067#431U.
(b) Short circuit in diode stack DS11
(c) Short circuit between the collector and emitter of switching
transistors Q14 and Q15
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(d) Short circuit in diodes D33 and D34
(e) Short circuit between the collector and emitter of transistor
Q11 in the auxiliary power supply circuit
If you suspect that any of short circuits (b) to (e) has occurred in
the respective parts, replace the power supply unit with a spare.
When replacing a fuse, use a replacement having the same rating.
The specification number for fuses F11 and 12 is
A60L–0001–0194#5.0.
2. Fuse F13
(a) A short circuit may have occurred in the CRT/MDI unit or a
+24 V power supply cord leading to it. Remove the cord from
CP15, and check the unit and cord carefully.
(b) A short circuit may have occurred in the +24 V circuit on the
master printed–circuit board. Remove the cable from CP14
and CP15. Also, remove the power supply unit from the
master printed–circuit board, then check the printed–circuit
board carefully. When replacing a fuse, use a replacement
having the same rating. The specification number for fuse
F13 is A60L–0001–0075#3.2.
3. Fuse F14
(a) Short circuit in +24E power supply cables for various
printed–circuit board units
(b) Ground fault of the +24E power supply line in the machine
or false contact of the +24E power supply line with another
power supply line
If either of (a) or (b) may have occurred, remove the cable from
CP14, and check it carefully. When replacing a fuse, use a
replacement part having the same rating. The specification
number for fuse F14 is A60L–0001–0046#7.5.
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+ 24V fused
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Fig.2.7.2(a) Power supply unit B2 external diagram
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Fig.2.7.2(b) Power supply unit B2 block diagram
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Supply Unit AI
(A16B–1212–0100)
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It is easy to mount and dismount the CNC power supply unit, because it
is designed to be mounted on, and connected directly to, the master
printed–circuit board. All its AC inputs and DC outputs are linked via
connectors.
Because this power supply unit has a built–in input unit function, it is not
necessary to prepare a separate relay or input unit for switching the AC
input on and off. The AC input can be connected directly to the power
supply unit. The unit has an AC service outlet, which is switched on and
off simultaneously with the power supply unit. This AC service outlet can
be used to supply power to a unit such as a fan motor.
Fig.2.7.3(a) is an outline of this power supply unit, and Fig.2.7.3(b) is the
block diagram.
(1) Input/output connectors
Connector
name

Description

CP1

200/220/230/240 VAC input

CP2

200/220/230/240 VAC output
(switched on and off simultaneously with the power supply unit)

CP3

Power on/off switch contact signal input
External alarm signal input
Alarm signal input

CP12

Supply of +5 V, +15 V, –15 V, +24 V, and +24E to the master
printed–circuit board
EN signal output

CP14

+24E supply for the additional I/O B2 printed circuit board
(for Series 0)
+24E supply for the connection unit (for Series 15)

CP15

+24V supply for the 9” monochrome CRT/MDI unit (for Series 0)

(2) Descriptions of the input/output signals and display LEDs
1. AC power supply display LED (green)
When an AC power source is connected to the power supply unit,
the LED lights regardless of whether the unit is on or off.
2. Alarm display LED (red)
If the power supply unit is switched off because of an alarm
condition due to a failure such as an output error, the alarm
display LED lights and remains on until the alarm condition is
cleared by pressing the OFF switch or shutting down the AC
power supply.
3. ENABLE signal EN (output)
This TTL level signal indicates that all DC outputs are normal.
It becomes low if an output failure is detected in any circuit.
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CP12

Power supply unit
–C31

EN

0V

EN: High when all outputs are normal
0V: Low if an output failure occurs.

4. Power supply on/off control signal ON–OFF–COM (input)
If two switches are connected to this circuit as shown below,
pressing the ON switch turns on the power supply unit, while
pressing the OFF switch turns the unit off.
If an alarm occurs in the power supply unit, and the alarm display
LED lights in red, however, pressing the ON switch will not turn
on the power supply unit. In this case, it is necessary to remove
the cause of the alarm and press the OFF switch.
Pressing the OFF switch clears the alarm condition.
Subsequently pressing the ON switch turns on the power supply
unit.
CP3
ON

ON

Power supply
unit

–1
OFF

OFF

–2
COM
–3

ON switch: Is closed when pressed.
OFF switch: Opens when pressed.

5. External alarm signal AL (input)
When a contact signal from another unit or external power supply
becomes ”closed,” the ENABLE signal of this power supply unit
becomes low, thus immediately turning off the power supply
unit.
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CP3

AL

Power supply
unit

–4

OFF

–2

Normal: Closed
Abnormal: Open

6. Alarm signal FA–FB (output)
This contact signal indicates the state of all DC outputs. The
contact is open when all the DC outputs are normal. It is closed
if an output failure is detected in any DC output circuit.
If an external alarm signal (item 5) is connected, the FA–FB
contact opens, when all DC outputs are normal and the external
alarm signal is ”open.” The contact closes when the external
alarm signal becomes ”closed.”
Power supply unit

CP3
–5

ry1

–6

FA

FB

FA : The FA–FB contact opens, when all DC outputs are normal and
the external alarm contact signal is ”open.”
FB : The FA–FB contact is closed if any DC output is normal, or if
the external alarm contact signal is ”closed.”

(3) Adjustments and settings
This power supply unit requires no adjustment or setting. Do not
attempt to adjust the reference voltage (=10.00V) at A10 unless
absolutely necessary, because the reference voltage has been adjusted
during unit test; merely confirm the voltage across A10 and A0 of
check connector CP16.
If the reference voltage at A10 falls outside the rated range, set it to
10.00V, using VR11, while measuring the voltage with a digital
voltmeter. Rotating VR11 clockwise increases the voltage at A10.
After the power supply unit is replaced, always to check the reference
voltage at A10.
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(4) Causes of blown fuses and required corrective actions
This power supply unit is provided with fuses F11 and F12 at its input,
fuse F13 at the +24V output, and fuse F14 at the +24E output.
Possible causes of these fuses blowing are listed below together with
the corrective actions required to restore normal operation.
1. Fuses F11 and F12
(a) Short circuit in surge absorber VS11
VS11 is intended to suppress surge voltages on the input line.
If an excessively large surge voltage or steady voltage is
applied to VS11, it breaks down, short–circuiting and,
causing F11 and F12 to blow. If VS11 has short–circuited,
but you do not have a replacement part on hand, the machine
can be used with VS11 removed. In such a case, however,
you should obtain a replacement and install it as soon as
possible, especially when the machine is being used in an
installation prone to surge voltages. The specification
number of VS11 is A50L–8001–0067#431U.
(b) Short circuit in diode stack DS11
(c) Short circuit between the collector and emitter of switching
transistors Q14 and Q15
(d) Short circuit in diodes D33 and D34
(e) Short circuit between the collector and emitter of transistor
Q1 in the auxiliary power supply circuit
If you suspect that any of short circuits (b) to (e) has occurred in
the respective parts, replace the power supply unit with a spare.
When replacing a fuse, use a replacement having the same rating.
The specification number for fuses F11 and 12 is
A60L–0001–0245#GP75.
2. Fuse F13
(a) A short circuit may have occurred in the CRT/MDI unit or a
+24 V power supply cord leading to it. Remove the cord from
CP15, and check the unit and cord carefully.
(b) A short circuit may have occurred in the +24 V circuit on the
master printed–circuit board. Remove the cable from CP14
and CP15. Also, remove the power supply unit from the
master printed–circuit board, then check the printed–circuit
board carefully. When replacing a fuse, use a replacement
having the same rating. The specification number for fuse
F13 is A60L–0001–0075#3.2.
3. Fuse F14
(a) Short circuit in +24E power supply cables for various
printed–circuit board units
(b) Ground fault of the +24E power supply line in the machine
or false contact of the +24E power supply line with another
power supply line
If either of (a) or (b) may have occurred, remove the cable from
CP14, and check it carefully. When replacing a fuse, use a
replacement part having the same rating. The specification
number for fuse F14 is A60L–0001–0046#5.0.
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4. Fuse F1
Fuse F1 and surge absorber VS1 are wired so that, if a high current
flows through VS1, it may cause F1 to blow. This is intended to
protect the circuits in the power supply unit from an abnormal
voltage that may occur due to a failure in the auxiliary power
supply circuit of the power supply unit and an abnormal voltage
that may originate in the power supply ON/OFF switch contact
signal line or external alarm signal line. If F1 blows, probable
causes are:
(1) Failure in the auxiliary power supply circuit (M1, Q1, T1,
D1, Q2, or ZD1)
(2) False contact between the power supply ON/OFF switch
contact signal line or external alarm signal line and the AC
power line
If cause (1) is more likely, replace the power supply unit. If cause (2) is
more likely, replace the power supply unit, because the power supply
unit may have failed. After the power supply ON/OFF switch contact
signal line and external alarm signal line have been checked, and all
abnormal conditions (if any) have been cleared, if replacing F1 restores
normal operation, there is no need to replace the power supply unit. The
specification number of fuse F1 is A60L–0001–0172#DM03. When
replacing the fuse, use a replacement having the same rating.
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Used for testing
the unit

For connection
unit
(Brown)

For CRT/MDI
(Brown)

AC input fuse
(Black)

View with the
cover detached
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F11 to 12
7.5A
AC input fuse

F13 3.2AS
(Slow blow)
+ 24V fuse
F14 5A
24E fuse

LED for AC
power supply
(Green)

LED for
alarm display
(White, lighting
: red)
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Fig.2.7.3(a) Power supply unit AI external diagram
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Fig.2.7.3(b) Power supply unit AI block diagram
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2.7.4
CE Marking
Correspond Details of
Power Supply Unit AI
(A16B–1212–0950)

It is easy to mount and dismount the CNC power supply unit, because it
is designed to be mounted on, and connected directly to, the master
printed–circuit board. All its AC inputs and DC outputs are linked via
connectors.
Because this power supply unit has a built–in input unit function, it is not
necessary to prepare a separate relay or input unit for switching the AC
input on and off. The AC input can be connected directly to the power
supply unit. The unit has an AC service outlet, which is switched on and
off simultaneously with the power supply unit. This AC service outlet can
be used to supply power to a unit such as a fan motor.
(1) Input/output connectors
Connector
name
CP1

Description
200/220/230/240 VAC input

CP2 or CP3 200/220/230/240 VAC output
(switched on and off simultaneously with the power supply unit)
CP4

Power on/off switch contact signal input
External alarm signal input
Alarm signal (FA–FB) output

CP7

Supply of +5 V, +15 V, –15 V, +24 V, and +24E to the master
printed–circuit board
EN signal output

CP6

Reserved for future use

CP5

+24V supply for the 9” monochrome CRT/MDI unit (for Series 0)

(2) Descriptions of the input/output signals and display LEDs
1. AC power supply display LED (green)
When an AC power source is connected to the power supply unit,
the LED lights regardless of whether the unit is on or off.
2. Alarm display LED (red)
If the power supply unit is switched off because of an alarm
condition due to a failure such as an output error, the alarm
display LED lights and remains on until the alarm condition is
cleared by pressing the OFF switch or shutting down the AC
power supply.
3. ENABLE signal EN (output)
This TTL level signal indicates that all DC outputs are normal.
It becomes low if an output failure is detected in any circuit.
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CP7

Power supply unit
–C31

EN

0V

EN: High when all outputs are normal
0V: Low if an output failure occurs.

4. Power supply on/off control signal ON–OFF–COM (input)
If two switches are connected to this circuit as shown below,
pressing the ON switch turns on the power supply unit, while
pressing the OFF switch turns the unit off.
If an alarm occurs in the power supply unit, and the alarm display
LED lights in red, however, pressing the ON switch will not turn
on the power supply unit. In this case, it is necessary to remove
the cause of the alarm and press the OFF switch.
Pressing the OFF switch clears the alarm condition.
Subsequently pressing the ON switch turns on the power supply
unit.
CP4
ON

ON

Power supply
unit

–1
OFF

OFF

–2
COM
–3

ON switch: Is closed when pressed.
OFF switch: Opens when pressed.

5. External alarm signal AL (input)
When a contact signal from another unit or external power supply
becomes ”closed,” the ENABLE signal of this power supply unit
becomes low, thus immediately turning off the power supply
unit.
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CP4

AL

Power supply
unit

–4

OFF

–2

Normal: Open
Abnormal: Closed

6. Alarm signal FA–FB (output)
This contact signal indicates the state of all DC outputs. The
contact is open when all the DC outputs are normal. It is closed
if an output failure is detected in any DC output circuit.
If an external alarm signal (item 5) is connected, the FA–FB
contact opens, when all DC outputs are normal and the external
alarm signal is ”open.” The contact closes when the external
alarm signal becomes ”closed.”
Power supply unit

CP4
–5

ry1

–6

FA

FB

FA : The FA–FB contact opens, when all DC outputs are normal and
the external alarm contact signal is ”open.”
FB : The FA–FB contact is closed if any DC output is normal, or if
the external alarm contact signal is ”closed.”

(3) Adjustments and settings
This power supply unit requires no adjustment or setting.
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(4) Causes of blown fuses and required corrective actions
This power supply unit is provided with fuses F1 at its input, fuse F3
at the +24V output, and fuse F4 at the +24E output. Possible causes
of these fuses blowing are listed below together with the corrective
actions required to restore normal operation.
1. Fuses F1
(a) Short circuit in surge absorber VS11
VS11 is intended to suppress surge voltages on the input line.
If an excessively large surge voltage or steady voltage is
applied to VS11, it breaks down, short–circuiting and,
causing F1 to blow. If VS11 has short–circuited, but you do
not have a replacement part on hand, the machine can be used
with VS11 removed. In such a case, however, you should
obtain a replacement and install it as soon as possible,
especially when the machine is being used in an installation
prone to surge voltages. The specification number of VS11
is A50L–2001–0122#G431K.
(b) Short circuit in diode stack DB11
(c) Short circuit between the collector and emitter of switching
transistors Q21 and Q22, Q11
(d) Short circuit in diodes D12, D31, D32
(e) Failure auxiliary power supply circuit IC (H1)
(f) Failure in power–factor improvement IC (H3)
(g) Failure in a unit connected to AC OUT (CP2 and CP3) or
short circuit in the wiring
If you suspect that any of short circuits (b) to (e) has occurred in
the respective parts, replace the power supply unit with a spare.
When replacing a fuse, use a replacement having the same rating.
The specification number for fuses F1 is A60L–0001–0245#GP75.
2. Fuse F3
(a) A short circuit may have occurred in the CRT/MDI unit or a
+24 V power supply cord leading to it. Remove the cord from
CP5, and check the unit and cord carefully.
(b) A short circuit may have occurred in the +24 V circuit on the
master printed–circuit board. Remove the cable from CP5
and CP6. Also, remove the power supply unit from the
master printed–circuit board, then check the printed–circuit
board carefully. When replacing a fuse, use a replacement
having the same rating. The specification number for fuse F3
is A60L–0001–0075#5.0.
3. Fuse F4
(a) Short circuit in +24E power supply cables for various
printed–circuit board units
(b) Ground fault of the +24E power supply line in the machine
or false contact of the +24E power supply line with another
power supply line
If either of (a) or (b) may have occurred, remove the cable from
CP6, and check it carefully. When replacing a fuse, use a
replacement part having the same rating. The specification
number for fuse F4 is A60L–0001–0046#5.0.
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Fig.2.7.4(a) Exchange of fanmotor (A16B–1212–0950)
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Fig.2.7.4(b) Exchange of fanmotor (A16B–1212–0950)
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2.7.5
Fuses
Part
number

Unit name

Rating

Specification

Use

F11, F12

5A

A60L–0001–0194#5.0

For 200VAC input

F13

3.2A

A60L–0001–0075#3.2

+24V for CRT/MDI master or option
printed cisuit board

F14

5A

A60L–0001–0046#5.0

Protection of +24E line in the machine
from external failures

F11, F12

7.5A

A60L–0001–0245#GP75

For 200VAC input

F13

3.2A

A60L–0001–0075#3.2

+24V for CRT/MDI master or option
printed cisuit board

F14

5A

A60L–0001–0046#5.0

Protection of +24E line in the machine
from external failures

A

AI
Power
Po
er
supply
su
ly unit

F1

5A

A60L–0001–0172#DM03

For sections inside the power suppy unit

F11, F12

5A

A60L–0001–0194#5.0

For 200VAC input

F13

3.2A

A60L–0001–0075#3.2

+24V for CRT/MDI master or option
printed cisuit board

F14

7.5A

A60L–0001–0046#7.5

Protection of +24E line in the machine
from external failures

F1

7.5A

A60L–0001–0245#GP75

For 200VAC input

F3

5A

A60L–0001–0075#5.0

+24V for CRT/MDI master or option
printed cisuit board

F4

5A

A60L–0001–0046#5.0

Protection of +24E line in the machine
from external failures

F1, F2

10A

A60L–0001–0901#P4100H For 200VAC input

F3

0.3A

A60L–0001–0172#DM03

B2

AI
(CE Marking)

P.C.B. for input unit

      

For power ON/OFF control circuit

          

F13

3.2 A fuse (Slow blow type)

F14

Power supply unit A
Power supply unit AI
Power supply unit B2

: 5A fuse
: 5A fuse
: 7.5A fuse

F11, F12 Power supply unit A
Power supply unit AI
Power supply unit B2
F1
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: 5A fuse
: 7.5A fuse
: 5A fuse

0.3A fuse (only for power supply unit AI)
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P.C.B. for input unit

For with out servo

0.3A fuse (F3)
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10A fuse (F1, F2)

 



